PRODUCT / SERVICE TERMS

These Product/Service Terms apply to certain products that you access through our platform(s), website(s) or are otherwise identified in your order form, statement of work or other ordering document (collectively “order form”) and supplement the Clarivate Terms which apply to all of our products. If you have ordered or are accessing a product that is not listed below, then these Product/Service Terms not apply to your order. “We”, “our” and “Clarivate” means the Clarivate entity identified in the order form; “you” and “your” means the Client entity identified in the order form. Any other terms not defined in these Product/Service terms have the meaning given to them in the Clarivate Terms.

Knowledge Processing Partners

1. Knowledge Processing. (a) License. As specified on the order form, you may download, retrieve and extract our data to create and provide work products to your customers for their internal use through the authorized channel. (b) Attribution. Each work product must include the following notice: “Certain data included herein are derived from the © [specified product name] (date) of Clarivate Analytics. All rights reserved. No part of these materials may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by any means, including electronic, mechanical, photographic, magnetic or other means without the express permission of <<Client>>.” (c) Processing Tools. Except to the extent expressly permitted in writing by us, when creating a work product you may process our data utilizing only those services and other tools and analytics originating in or provided by us and not via any proprietary or third party tools or analytics or in any other manner whatsoever. For clarity, this clause does not limit your use of standard productivity tools (such as word processing or spreadsheet tools). (d) Limited Use. You may generate and use processed data only to the extent that processed data underlies and is incorporated into the work product. You must not offer, sell, license or otherwise provide our data or the processed data for any purposes or in any manner not expressly specified in the agreement. (e) Changes. If the nature of the work product or authorized channel materially changes, including if the work product or authorized channel merge, are combined with or linked to another service or product, you must give us at least 90 days’ written notice and seek our prior written consent to use our data in connection with the modified work product or authorized channel. We may terminate the agreement or prohibit your use of our data via the modified work product or authorized channel, in which case we will pro-rata refund any prepaid unused fees. (f) Term. Unless otherwise expressly specified in the order form, this license automatically expires after 12 months and can be renewed only by agreement of a new order form with respect to the data.

2. Charges. (a) Increases. You are responsible for paying any additional charges applied at the end of each contract year if any search or export usage restrictions stated in the order form are exceeded. (b) Notices. We will notify you via email at the end of each term if you exceed your contracted usage cap, specifying the amount of excess use and the applicable charge. (c) Usage reports. We will send you quarterly usage reports to help you track your usage. If at any time during a term you wish to upgrade your license to avoid excess usage charges, please contact your Clarivate account manager.

3. Proprietary Rights and Obligations. (a) Ownership. All right, title and interest, including all intellectual property rights in the work product and authorized channel (except for the underlying data and information services), are owned by you and remain your property, and we shall not acquire any rights therein, other than as expressly provided in the agreement. (b) No Exclusivity. We may engage in the research, development, production, marketing, licensing and/or sale of similar services or products to the work product or authorized channel, which may be competitive with the work products or authorized channels and display the same or similar functionality. Nothing in the agreement prevents us from engaging independently in these activities, provided we do not use your confidential information in doing so. You will not assert any claims against us based on any work product or authorized channel or any components thereof in an attempt to prevent us from independently creating similar or the same work product or authorized channel. If you do assert these claims or otherwise try to prevent us from independently creating similar or the same work product or authorized channel, then in addition to all other rights and remedies available to us at law or in equity, we may immediately terminate the agreement. (c) Representation and Warranty. You represent and warrant that (i) the work products and authorized channels (other than the underlying data in the format and manner delivered to you by us) and any use thereof; and (ii) your modifications to or processing of our...
data, will not infringe upon, or otherwise violate any applicable laws or intellectual property rights. (d) **Indemnity.** You must defend, indemnify and hold us, our affiliates and third party providers harmless from and against any claim arising out of or in connection with your processed data, work products, authorized channels, modifications to or processing of our data, or your business. (e) **Survival.** This clause survives termination or expiry of the agreement or the applicable data or information service.
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